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The main features of GREEN VOICE are:
Research Paper scholarly written paper contains original research results or reviews existing results or show a totally new
invention related with theme

Column recurring piece or article in a newspaper, magazine or other publication accordance with the theme
In Black and White some of the leading environmental news coverage in the print media for over a quarter
Facets profile of a person who has contributed significantly to environment awareness through media tools
Talk Over exclusive interviews with people actively engaged in environment advocacy such as filmmakers, journalists,
photographers etc.

NGO Vignettes profile of an NGO or civil society organisation also in accordance with the theme
Open Windows useful website links in accordance with the theme
On Air media update on programmes being aired by various channels
Viewpoint article by an expert on some contemporary issue
Feature focuses on particular people, places, and events, and it goes into great detail regarding concepts and ideas of
specific issues

Media Analysis media trend analysis of environment news - quarterly
Latest Green Films regular updates on fascinating films by Indian filmmakers on environment and wildlife
Books latest books and publications on the theme of the newsletter
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1. MEDIA WORKSHOP: “WATER IN
THE NEWSROOM”

Feature

October 9, 2015, 2.30 pm – 5:30 pm, NDMC
Convention Centre, New Delhi
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Background
The 8th CMS VATAVARAN Environment and
Wildlife Film Festival & Forum featured more
than 100 films on 8 different environment and
conservation themes, more than 10 seminars
and discussions, field visits, 6 workshops,
and other events over a period of five days
from October 9 to 13, 2015. Close to 5000
participants were part of the celebration and
discourse during this festival organised in the
heart of the city – at NDMC Convention
Centre, New Delhi. The Festival Theme was
‘Water for Life’. The series of discussions
and workshops on crucial issues related to
water formed an important component of the
festival and saw participation of experts and
practitioners from organizations, journalists,
filmmakers, students and representatives of
the government. Bollywood films and a Special
Panorama on water issues were also screened
to raise awareness of water issues. AGlobal
Water Walk for Peace was organised in central
Delhi near the venue.
Alongside the events, a Tribal Food Festival
and Green Haat during the festival brought
together farmers, local artisans and NGO
groups to showcase and sell their produce to
city dwellers, and added to the overall spirit
and concern for the environment.

Objectives and Expected Outcomes
Arghyam conducted and funded workshops for
media professionals on water issues in the news
during festival. The objective of the workshop
was to promote balanced and quality coverage
of water and sanitation issues in the media.
This was done by facilitating discussion and
interaction between expert environment and
science writers and participating journalists.
The workshop provided a forum to journalists
and experts to share their experiences about
frequently faced challenges in reporting of
water and sanitation issues in mainstream
media.

Issues Discussed
The newsroom tends to take the subject of
water seriously only when crises like floods
or water shortage occur. Why is water not
a separate beat but a subset of environment
beat? What can water journalists do to
hone their reporting skills? How can water
related stories compete with other stories
ranging from politics to entertainment? What
reforms can digital journalism bring in the
way water reporting is done? These were
some of the important issues which were
discussed in the media workshop. The need
for media to identify relevant and reliable
information to report on water and sanitation
issues came up several times in the discussion.

Facilitators
• Dinesh C Sharma, Author and Journalist,
Fellow - Centre for Media Studies
• Manu Moudgil, Consultant, India Water Portal

The Workshop
Mr. Dinesh C Sharma opened the session
by welcoming the participants. After a round
of introduction from the participants, he gave
an overview of the water beat, highlighting the
fact that the subject cuts across several sectors,
departments and ministries. The allocation
of beats in newspapers is not yet thematic,
but largely based on how the government is
organised in different ministries. That’s why
different dimensions of water beat are not
covered in a holistic manner. Mostly, it is the
job of reporters who cover either environment
or local bodies.
Mr. Sharma then conducted a dialogue with
CMS Chairman Dr N Bhaskara Rao on how
the coverage of environment and water has
evolved in Indian media over the decades. Dr
Rao explained the positive shift that has been
brought about in environment news coverage
in recent years though the quality of coverage
still needed great improvement.
Speaking of the contrast between reporting
now and in earlier times, Dr Rao explained,
“earlier getting a non-political story on the
front page was a very onerous task, there
was hardly any space given to health and
agriculture based news stories but now people

are more educated about issues related to
environment. Although there is still some
resistance the conditions are much better than
what they used to be. Getting credible sources
was another grueling task – nowadays data
is available on various government websites
but earlier a journalist had to visit different
Government offices.”
He also spoke about the inception of
CMS VATAVARAN and how it has made a
difference by giving a much-needed platform
to filmmakers who were putting their blood,
sweat, money and tears into making films on
environment related issues.
Dr Rao said that unless the media has a concern
for the environment, development is not
possible. “In the time of recession or other
financial crisis, news organizations tend to cut
on journalists covering non political beats. News
organizations need controversies but highlighting
solutions to problems is a much more important
aspect in environment journalism than playing a
blame game,” he added.
He lauded movements like Narmada
BachaoAndolan calling them major catalysts in
bringing about impactful change

Mr. Manu Moudgil made a presentation
giving an overview of the water and sanitation
scenario in India. He spoke on how the multiple
pressures like increasing population, change in
development paradigm and erratic weather
are affecting water.
“Earlier people used to perceive water as a
sacred element of nature but now it is being
sold in bottles with a price tag. This mindset in
some way or the other is also responsible for
degradation of water. Water has always been a
reason of conflict between communities, states
and even countries. In a way we could say that
the definition of development has changed to
exploitation of resources.”
Speaking of waste water treatment and
sanitation associated issues, Mr Moudgil
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highlighted the use of decentralised wastewater
treatment system, saying it lowers the cost
of treatment as the amount of waste is less
and can be treated naturally. He added that
decentralised and smaller hydro and irrigation
projects will ensure community involvement in
decision making, less displacement and damage
to environment.
“Ecosan toilets are also a good way to control
contamination. No mixing of water helps
decompose the waste faster which can be
used as field manure,” he said. He mentioned
wastewater stabilisation ponds as another
viable alternative.
As for reporting news related to water,the role
of journalists is to examine gaps and successes
in government programmes related to water
and sanitation; rules and procedures on water
use;community initiatives to deal with erratic
weather; social, economic and ecological
impacts of big dams and canals; local sanitation
and water consumption practices; common
customs related to water bodies and forests;
gender, caste and class equity in communityled programmes; inspections of polluting
industries, action taken against them and
follow ups done; records about money spent
on waste treatment plant and its operations
compared to actual functioning; money spent
on sanitation in slum areas and results thereof.
He then called on journalists to follow
community-based writing approach wherein
they recognise local cultural norms on water
and sanitation; talk with context of historical
landmarks like introduction of irrigation scheme;
contact village pradhan or sarpanch for official
version and verify information with ex-pradhan.

Mr Dinesh Sharma chose to conclude with
an interactive discussion with the participants
about the importance of RTI and the challenges
faced by journalists while acquiring data from
government officials. Asking right questions
– and uncomfortable questions - and doing
investigative reporting could yield good stories.
For instance, he said, monsoon forecast done
by a private weather company was highlighted
by several newspapers but none of them
questioned the company when the forecast
proved to be wrong or nobody asked how
this company arrived at the forecast when it
did not have its own information gathering and
crunching mechanism like the IMD.

3.

There is a need to develop a wide and
reliable pool of resources, including a list
of independent experts on various topics,
which journalists could tap into whenever
they are writing a story on water.

4.

Journalists interested in covering water
and sanitation should be exposed to
wide range of topics relevant to water
- erratic weather, social, economic and
ecological impacts of big dams and canals,
local sanitation and water consumption
practices, customs related to water
bodies and forests. They can also highlight
community action, success stories and
traditional water conservation practices.

The Way Forward

It is suggested to develop a white paper on
the issues emanating from this forum on the
present state of water coverage and Indian
media and ways to improve it through training,
development of tool kits, expert databases and
other such inputs. We can take the discourse
and key learnings to other stakeholders. It will
also feed into local discussions during traveling
festivals and forum that will be organized next
year on the same theme in five different cities.
Similar workshops with local journalists could
be held in these cities.

Several critical suggestions and points of
action emerged from the deliberations at the
workshop:
1. Media houses should be encouraged to
recognize water and environment a spate
beat in newsrooms for more focused and
holistic coverage of water and sanitation
related issues.
2.

Journalists covering the beat should be
trained about various facets of the water
beat ranging from local to global, and they
should be exposed to new techniques
to gathering information and data from
authentic sources – both government and
non-government.

Mr. Moudgil also gave a presentation on how
data journalism and digital technologies can be
applied to water reporting. While a lot of data
on water and sanitation is available in public
domain, journalists should be wary of data that
is half baked, non-validated, incomplete and
unchanged.
He listed out sources of data on water and
sanitation that journalists can refer to for
preparing infographics for their stories or write
stories entirely based on data. He listed the
tools of data journalism that could be used by
journalists– Cometdocs, Open refine, Google
fusion tables, besides more widely known
social media platforms like Twitter, Instagram
and Sound cloud.
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Participants
This workshop was attended by 20 participants,
including Delhi based journalists, writers,
filmmakers and journalists from other states
reporting in regional languages.

2. Whose Water is it anyway?
Managing Groundwater as a
Resource
The session facilitated sharing of personal
experiences by the key speakers on restoration
of water bodies and the state of affairs in their
cities and enabled sharing of ways to deal with
the challenges in conservation.
The detail of eminent personalities from different parts of the
country and their views on WHOSE WATER IS IT ANYWAY?
MANAGING GROUNDWATER AS A RESOURCE.

S Vishwanath, Director, Biome
Environmental Solutions
Brief Profile: Vishwanath is
a civil engineer and urban and
regional planner by qualification.
By occupation, he is a writer and
practitioner of sustainable water management
systems. He also runs a website (www.
rainwaterclub.org) that is dedicated to
rainwater harvesting practices. As an Advisor,
his contribution to Arghyam is enormous in
shaping its strategies and principles.
Mr Vishwanath started the session with
some facts related to groundwater. Revealing
that India is the largest user of groundwater in
the world and has the highest number of borewells at 30 million, he stated that over 65%
of our total water requirements are met by
using groundwater, which fulfills over 85% of
our drinking water needs. “We are a nation of
borewells,” he said.
He added that it is important to revitalize these
wells to conserve our ecosystem as well as our
heritage structures, and cited the example of
Konark temple in Orissa that was built in the
13th century from the waters of a well – the
well which has now dried out.

He said that abstraction of groundwater has
made the water muddy and polluted and there
is a need to understand and manage the subaquifers.

Dr Sharad Lele said on groundwater
management we first need to distinguish
between groundwater as a common pool
resource and as a private resource.

“There is a need for participatory ground water
management for understanding the availability
of storage, transmission, and chemistry of an
aquifer and spatio-temporal dynamics and for
managing the domestic and irrigation demands,
ecosystem, social structure and economic
aspects and for designing the supply,” he said.

He discussed about the various policies and
bills that regulate the use of ground water such
as the Model Bill 2005, State Laws, CGWA
Guidelines and Model bill 2011 by the planning
commission.

Mr Vishwanath then spoke about the impressive
achievement of the Rainbow Drive Layout
community in Bangalore. The drive enforced
a ban on private bore wells in order to protect
the community bore well supply.
The layout has been exploring the possibility
of enhancing the output of existing borewells
or sinking new community borewells using
scientific methods.
He then stated the basic concept of
groundwater that aquifers and groundwater do
not belong to individuals and finiteness of the
groundwater cannot be increased beyond the
hydrological capacity of the aquifer even after
the construction of additional groundwater
recharge systems.
Sharad Lele, Senior Fellow,
ATREE
Brief Profile:
Sharachchandra Lele is Senior
Fellow and Convenor of the
Centre for Environment and
Development at ATREE,
Bangalore. He carries out interdisciplinary
research on institutional, economic and
ecological aspects of forest and water
management.

He talked about the hydrological assumption
of a layperson’s understanding that if pumping
is less than or equal to the recharge then we
are in the safe yield and the CGWB definition
says that if pumping is 95% less than or equal
to the recharge then it will be called as the safe
yield.
Dr Lele said that this assumption is based on an
incomplete understanding of the hydrological
cycle, since under pristine conditions the
recharge should be equal to the discharge for
steady state.
If groundwater levels are to remain nondeclining while pumping is going on then net
pumping must equal captured recharge plus
captured discharge.
He explained the hydrological, normative and
policy implications of pumping groundwater,
stating that hydrologically, surface water and
grounder water are intimately connected and
are part of the same cycle – what we gain from
groundwater is what we lose from surface
water. “Also if pumping is more, then discharge
is less which reduces the downstream
availability leading to concerns over equity or
fairness.”

Conservation 4 Water Ms P N Vasanti, Director General, CMS
Climate change over the 21st century is projected to reduce renewable surface water and groundwater resources in most dry subtropical
countries, intensifying competition for water among sectors. In urban areas, climate change is projected to increase risks for people, assets,
economies and ecosystems, including risks from heat stress, storms and extreme precipitation, inland and coastal flooding, landslides, air
pollution, drought, water scarcity, sea level rise and storm surges (IPCC AR5). COP 21 in Paris negotiated on green house gas emissions and
focused on ‘water adaptation to climate change’. Higher temperatures and changes in extreme weather conditions are projected to affect
availability and distribution of rainfall, snowmelt, river flows and groundwater, and further deteriorate water quality.
As such, the interactions of climate change and water have important implications for human poverty alleviation and sustainable development.
The new sustainable development goals (SDGs) Target 6 emphasizes to protect and restore water-related ecosystems and to achieve universal
and equitable access to safe and affordable drinking water for all by 2030.
In 2015, the 8th CMS VATAVARAN competitive film festival & forum theme was ‘WATER FOR LIFE’, with special focus on ‘Conserving
Our Water Bodies’. Taking this moment further, CMS VATAVARAN will now focus on Climate change and its impact on water globally i.e
Green
‘Conservation 4 Water’. Focusing on increasing water demand in urban sectors, climate change adaptation, mitigation, sanitation and sustainable
A
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technologies are some of the main features of 9th CMS VATAVARAN in 2017 and the travelling CMS VATAVARAN in 2018.
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He disqualified the misconception that if
pumping is less than 95% of the recharge
we are in the safe stage of groundwater
development, stating that this belief largely
ignores downstream claims.
“We need integrated or transparent modelling
and assessment of the flow of water in the
system, for which we must first allocate
minimum ecosystem flows and downstream
surface flows transparently and also need to
decide what ET is going to be appropriated
transparently and then allocate remaining flow
amongst local GW users within the year.”
Shilp Verma, International
Water Management Institute
Brief Profile: Shilp Verma holds
an under-graduate degree in
Economics and completed
a
post-graduate
program
in Rural Management before
joining the International Water Management
Institute (IWMI) in 2001. Between 2001 and
2005, Shilp worked with the IWMI-Tata Water
Policy Program in India before being awarded
an IWMI fellowship for a M.Sc. in Water
Resources Management at UNESCO-IHE,
the Netherlands. Since 2009, Shilp has been
working as Consulting Researcher (Water,
Energy and Rural Livelihoods). He has published
several papers in national and international
journals and has co-authored two books.
Mr Shilp Verma insisted that groundwater is
poorly managed.
“It is poorly managed due to the rivalrous
consumption while the difficult, slow reversal
makes it less available for everyone. The
choice is between mismanaged CPR (common
pool resource) and well-managed CPR. But
right now what we see is more extraction of
groundwater than the recharge,” he said.
“The groundwater resource is used by farmers
in its inexpensive provision, there is nearuniversal access of groundwater and many
times there are exchanges in the market. It is a
costly exclusion that we dig from the aquifers,”
he added.
He believes that groundwater law will never
work as long as free power is given to the
farmers.
“It will be counterproductive to enforce strict
groundwater law which can restrict how much
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water the farmers can extract and on the other
hand give him free farm power and therefore
incentivizing over exploitation,” Mr Shilp said.
“If communities are made to understand the
nature and extent of groundwater, they will
manage it themselves without them having
to fall under the tragedy of commons,” he
added.
Jagdeesh Rao, Executive
Director, Foundation for
Ecological Security
Brief Profile: A graduate
in Agricultural Sciences,
Jagdeesh completed his
post graduation in Rural Management from
the Institute of Rural Management, India and
followed it up with a Post Graduation in Forestry
for Rural Development from the International
Institute for Aerospace Survey and Earth
Sciences, Netherlands. A practitioner whose
work has centered around the management of
natural resources, commons in particular, his
interest and involvement has revolved around
conservation of forests and water, political
ecology, land use policies, dry land ecology and
decentralised governance of natural resources.
He received the 2015 Skoll Award for Social
Entrepreneurship.
Mr Jagdeesh Rao points on community
engagement, and discussed the Article 39 of the
Constitution of India which gives importance to
equality and promotes justice, the Doctrine of
Public Trust and the Nation Water Policy 2011.
Mr Rao said that conservation requires effective
groundwater governance and “commoning
land and water” through the state and the
locals, the village and the groups.
“People can manage and conserve. Security
of tenure over resources ensures increased
and sustained commitment to conservation.
Commons provides crucial and irreplaceable
support to subsistence livelihoods of the poor.
Conservation action has to be addressed more
at social, economic and political spheres.
Landscape level interventions provide better
opportunities to work on conservation, social
justice and economic development,” he
explained.
He asserted state, markets and individualization
are not the only options. He suggested enabling
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community engagement and promoting
commons by addressing the institutional
deficit, building capacities of local bodies to
determine local development and role of
government in a decentralized scenario – from
implementation to facilitating and regulatory
and lastly by building platforms that facilitate
inter-disciplinarity and coherence and enable
discussions on competing interests.
He also propagated establishing a Department
of Natural Resources, delinking land use
from land ownership, delinking water from
land rights and less of government, more of
governance.
He concluded his note saying it is essential to
have water as a fundamental right.

The Way Forward
Some key messages and suggestions on the
way forward for management of groundwater
emerged from the discussion:
• Implications of pumping groundwater
in relation to recharge need to be
understood in order to rectify common
assumptions about safe pumping. This can
be achieved by informing and engaging
with the community groups.
• Groundwater bearing on water quality
issues has to be emphasized and discussed
more
• There is a need for strategic advocacy to
ensure appropriate governance measures
and structures at state and local levels,
especially for promoting participatory
groundwater management.
• Efforts need to be made to demystify
ground water and also think of its socioeconomic and political implications.
• Media needs to be also enrolled
to issues such as social justice and
economic development associated with
groundwater.
The key points that have come out in the
panel discussion will be compiled in a white
paper presenting the issues discussed, and will
take the discourse and key learnings to other
stakeholders. Advocacy for these and further
deliberation in the city/local level discussions of
the traveling festivals that will be organized in
five cities of India can be taken up.

Black & White
India to become water scarce by
2025
The Hindu, July 31, 2015

India is faced with the alarming prospect
of becoming water scarce by 2025, the
government has said.
In his reply to a question in Lok Sabha, Minister
of State for Water Resources Sanwar Lal Jat on
Thursday said that consulting firm ‘Everything
About Water’ (EA Water) has concluded that
India’s demand for water is expected to exceed
all current sources of supply and the country is
set to become water scarce by the year 2025.
According to the Minister, the average annual
water availability for the country has been
assessed by the Central Water Commission to
be at 1,869 billion cubic metres (BCM).
But due to topographical, hydrological and
other constraints, the utilisable water has been
estimated to be about 1,123 BCM, he added.
The National Commission for Integrated Water
Resources Development, in a 1999 report,
had said that the annual water requirement
by 2025 and 2050 will be about 843 BCM and
1,180 BCM, respectively, he said.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/india-to-becomewater-scarce-by-2025/article7485756.ece

Low cost ‘drinkable book’ for
cleaning contaminated water
Deccan Herald, August 17, 2015

Scientists have developed an inexpensive
‘drinkable book’ with bacteria-killing metal
nanoparticles to clean contaminated water.
Scientists have developed an inexpensive
‘drinkable book’ with bacteria-killing metal
nanoparticles to clean contaminated water,
with its pull-out pages able to filter drinking
supply for four years.
While studying the material properties of paper
as a graduate student, Theresa Dankovich,
developed an inexpensive, simple and easily
transportable nanotechnology-based method
to purify drinking water. She calls it The
Drinkable Book, and each page is impregnated

with bacteria-killing metal nanoparticles.
Although silver and similar metals have been
known for centuries to have the ability to kill
bacteria, no one had put them into paper to
purify drinking water, Dankovich noted.
While earning her doctorate at McGill
University, she found that sheets of thick filter
paper embedded with silver nanoparticles
could do just that, eliminating a wide variety
of microorganisms, including bacteria and
some viruses. She continued her research at
the University of Virginia’s Centre for Global
Health in US, expanding the repertoire of
embedded nanoparticles to include ones
made of inexpensive copper. Dankovich also
began field investigations of water purification
applications in Limpopo, South Africa, as well
as northern Ghana, Haiti and Kenya.
“In Africa, we wanted to see if the filters would
work on ‘real water,’ not water purposely
contaminated in the lab. One day, while we
were filtering lightly contaminated water from
an irrigation canal, nearby workers directed
us to a ditch next to an elementary school,
where raw sewage had been dumped. We
found millions of bacteria; it was a challenging
sample,” she said. “But even with highly
contaminated water sources like that one,
we can achieve 99.9 per cent purity with
our silver- and copper-nanoparticle paper,
bringing bacteria levels comparable to those
of US drinking water,” Dankovich added.
“Some silver and copper will leach from the
nanoparticle-coated paper, but the amount
lost into the water is within minimal values and
well below Environmental Protection Agency
and World Health Organisation drinking water
limits for metals,” she added.
Last year, she formed a nonprofit company,
pAge Drinking Paper. In collaboration with
the nonprofit WATER is LIFE organisation,
her company developed the product that
is essentially a book comprised of pages
embedded with silver nanoparticles.
Printed on each page is information on water
safety both in English and the language spoken
by those living where the filter is to be used.
Each page can be removed from the book
and slid into a special holding device in which
water is poured through and filtered. A page
can clean up to 100 litres of drinking water; a
book can filter one person’s water needs for
four years.

Now a postdoctoral researcher at Carnegie
Mellon University in US, Dankovich is further
developing the technology and conducting
more field studies in rural communities.
http://www.dnaindia.com/scitech/report-low-costdrinkable-book-for-cleaning-contaminated-water-2115260

This book can save lives
The Hindu, August 18, 2015

Each pull-out page of the “Drinkable Book”
contains nanoparticles of silver that can kill
waterborne bacteria and purify up to 100
litres of water. In trials, the paper successfully
removed more than 99% of bacteria. The
research is being presented at this week’s
American Chemical Society’s national meeting.
According to the World Health Organization,
3.4 million people die each year due to health
issues stemming from unsanitary water.
The “Drinkable Book” is the brainchild of
Theresa Dankovich, from Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, who was researching
a simple, inexpensive way to sanitize water.
She developed “pAge drinking paper,” which
is a sturdy sheet of paper loaded with silver
and copper nanoparticles that kill dangerous
microbes living in dirty water.
Since 400 BC, silver has has been used as an
antimicrobial. Herodotus accounts that no
Persian king would drink water that was not
transported in silver containers, which kept
the water fresh for years.
Hippocrates used silver preparations for the
treatment of ulcers and to promote the healing
of wounds.
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/health/page-drinkingpaper-saves-lives/article7553850.ece

Bring back traditional methods to
conserve water: Experts
The Times of India, August 25, 2015

JAIPUR: To solve the pressing crisis of water
scarcity in the state, water conservation
experts called for revival of traditional water
harvesting structures. In a national workshop
on ‘Community-based water management in
Rajasthan: A Forgotten Glory or Future Hope’
ideas on water harvesting and conservation that
could be useful in the state were discussed.
Inaugurator of the three-day conference,
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minister for rural development and panchayati
raj Surendra Goyal called for concentrated
efforts to save every drop of water. “Water is
life for all but it is becoming a scarce resource,”
said Goyal. He added that water harvesting
cannot be done alone by the state government
since it requires people’s participation.
While throwing light on Rajasthan’s rich
history of water conservation, director
general of Indira Gandhi Panchayati Raj and
GraminVikasSansthan, Rajeshwar Singh said it
is pitiful that the people of the state forgot the
old methods of water conservation and started
depending heavily on modern resources which
has resulted in the fall of underground water
level. He urged the people’s representatives in
the panchayats to help revive the old glory of
water harvesting.
In the state, per capita need for water is getting
reduced each day. In 2011, the per capita water
need was less than 700 cubic meter and if this
trend continues things would worsen by 2040.
State government started the efforts to conserve
water in the year 2007 with the active support
of the European Union. Integrated Water
Conservation Programme was started in 11
districts. The state’s water policy also laid stress
on greater importance for water harvesting.
Social scientist and the director of Tata Institute
of Social Sciences, S Parsuraman said the
demand for water has increased manifold due
to rise in population. “Time has come when
the society will have to decide on judicious
water allotments to various sectors like people,
agriculture and industries,” he said. “Water
sources are reducing and demand is growing.
If water conservation is not given its due, the
people will fight for water,” he added.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/jaipur/Bringback-traditional-methods-to-conserve-water-Experts/
articleshow/48660619.cms

‘Unfortunate that Punjab is facing
water shortage’
The Times of India, August 26, 2015

LUDHIANA: It is very unfortunate that a state
like Punjab, which is known for its rivers, is
facing shortage of water. “When I share this
problem with the people of other states, they
don’t believe it and laugh it off. But in reality,
conditions are becoming worse and there is
a need to take immediate steps to improve
the conditions,” Union minister for water
resources Uma Bharti said here on Tuesday.
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She was speaking at the inauguration of twoday regional convention of the Water Users
Associations (WUAs) at the Punjab Agricultural
University (PAU).

Water woes: Maharashtra
government may disallow
sugarcane cultivation

Experts at the convention shared various
techniques to encourage water conservation
for irrigation purposes and also urged farmers
to use the water resources properly. Bharti said
that there was a dire need to save Punjab from
the crisis of depleting groundwater and for that
people should come forward. She said there
was also a need to encourage WUAs which
should guide people for proper utilization of
water resources.

Maharashtra government may consider
disallowing cultivation and crushing of
sugarcane this year owing to severe water
crisis in Marathwada and western regions of
the state, Relief and Rehabilitation Minister
EknathKhadse has said.

Farmers and members of WUAs from Haryana,
Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, Punjab,
Rajasthan and Uttarakhand are taking part in
the convention.
Speaking at inaugural function of the convention
Bharati said, “Water revolution (kranti) is the
need of the hour in order to move forward in
a dynamic way. Welfare of the society is the
responsibility of the government but public also
owes equal responsibility.” She also urged the
people to keep the Indian rivers and conserved
water clean.
Punjab secretary (irrigation) K S Pannu said
that a large section of people in the state were
engaged in agriculture and most of them were
unaware of water conservation techniques.
He said that only 27% of the total area under
agriculture in Punjab was fed by canal water
and remaining was dependent on groundwater
drawn using tubewells. Pannu said that they
were working to raise the farm area fed by
canal water to 37%, which would lower the
rate of groundwater depletion in the state. He
also hailed the Union government’s ‘Per Drop
More Crop’ campaign.
PAU registrar P S Khanna said that the farmers
should also be apprised of crop diversification
to save water and get higher yield using
optimum irrigation.

Deccan Herald, August 31, 2015

There are 86 sugar mills in the drought-affected
regions. The water resource department has
suggested not to permit any new sugar mills in
these regions.
Osmanabad, Latur, Beed, parts of Ahmednagar
and Solapur and Sangli districts are facing
severe crisis of drinking water.
“Our priority is to save human lives and cattle
first, followed by agriculture and industries. Thus
we have issued an order to reserve water stock
of all irrigation projects and minor sources for
drinking purpose only,” Khadse said.
“We are considering not to allow cultivation
and crushing of sugarcane crop as it requires
huge quantity of water,” he said.
Though a final decision is yet to be taken, Khadse
said the issue will be discussed in the state cabinet.
“The Cabinet will take a final call, but we have
no other alternative to overcome the drought
situation in Marathwada,” he said.
Meanwhile, a report on water resources in
Godavari basin, prepared by experts and
officials from the water resource department,
has recommended not to permit any new sugar
mills in Marathwada and North Maharashtra
region.
The report and its recommendation are yet to
be accepted by the Water Control Authority,
the supreme body having the right on the way
of usage and distribution of water to industries,
agriculture and household purposes.

Punjab irrigation minister Sharanjit Singh
Dhillon urged the Union minister to approve
the Sirhind feeder project, which was pending
with the Centre and also handed over a
memorandum containing demands of Punjab.

The state is also considering to provide drinking
water to Latur from Pandharpur through
railway wagons.

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/ludhiana/
Unfortunate-that-Punjab-is-facing-water-shortage/
articleshow/48675380.cms

The stocks in all major and minor irrigation
projects are kept reserved only for drinking
purpose.
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Water Supply on ‘Life Support’
C Shivakumar, The New Indian Express,
02 September 2015

CHENNAI: Comparing the water consumption
pattern between various Indian cities, the
Second Master Plan of Chennai Metropolitan
Area (CMA) says Chennaiites survive on a
minimal amount of water every day.

It is almost a business of firefighting for the
water managers of the city, who at times,
have had to bring water by rail from other
districts to meet the city’s needs. Recently,
the State Government announced a new
desalination plant with a capacity to supply 400
MLD to Chennai city.   However, experts say
desalination cannot be an economically viable
option in the long run.

About 107 litres is what an average Chennaiite
gets to consume per day, perhaps having
gotten used to living in a historically waterstarved city.

“About Rs 50 is being spent to produce 1,000
litres of water in a desalination plant. However,
the same is sold at just Rs 3.50. So, how can
Metro Water manage the loss in the long run,”
asks S Sundaramoorthy, former engineering
director of Metro Water.

And this is negligible when compared to the
average per capita daily water consumption
in other cities like Delhi (270 litres), Mumbai
(260 litres) and Pune (220 litres).

The Second Master Plan estimates that the
demand could reach 2,248 MLD by 2026
and the report sums up that the city will have
resources to supply 1,954 MLD by 2026.

For the future ‘Smart City’, the most formidable
challenge is perhaps on the water front. Almost
every other day, some part of Chennai witnesses
protests by residents with empty pots.

But a closer look of the expected sources listed
in the report shows that nearly 43 per cent
(837 MLD) of water is to be received from the
Krishna River under the Telugu Ganga Project.

“Don’t even think about making Chennai a
smart city and all. First, work out a solution for
regular water supply for us,” quips Padmavathi,
a resident of Ember Naidu Street in Villivakkam,
where people queue up on the streets every
day, waiting for Metro Water supplied through
tankers. For a city that is witnessing rapid
expansion, water supply through government
agencies has never been sufficient.

Experts, however, feel that depending much on
a neighbouring State for the water needs of the
city is not desirable, at a time when Tamil Nadu
is waging a battle to secure its riparian rights.
Groundwater, which is already on the decline
across the State, has been accounted for as a
source for another 300 MLD. “The solution
lies in exploring easy and innovative solutions.
Fortunately, Chennai city is receiving a good
amount of rainfall. So, conserving rainwater is
a solution at hand. Water recycling is another
option and if people are hesitant to use them
for drinking, it can be used for washing and
industrial purposes,” says K Sivasubramaniyan,
assistant professor at the Madras Institute of
Development Studies, who has done studies
on water management.

In fact, according to the Second Master Plan,
in areas newly added to the City Corporation,
public water supply is abysmal. For example, in
areas like Ambattur, the water supplied is just
about 27 litres per capita/ day (lcpd).  
Residents of these areas are dependent either
on groundwater or private water suppliers.
A recent study by two faculty members of
the Indian Institute of Technology-Madras has
revealed that even the poor in the city spend as
much as 15 per cent of their income on water.
Government reports have estimated the total
demand for water in Chennai and its extended
areas — for both domestic and industrial
purposes — at around 1,400 million litres
per day (MLD). However, there is a shortage
of about 300 MLD, which worsens during
summer or when the monsoon fails.

http://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/chennai/WaterSupply-on-Life-Support/2015/09/02/article3005236.ece

No time to study or play, kids here
have to fetch water all day
Priyanka Kakodkar, The Times of India,
September 2, 2015

BEED/ LATUR: Fifteen-year-old Rahul Karpe is
up at 5 a.m. The next two-hour stretch is the
only undisturbed period he will get to study for
his 10th board exams. That’s because Rahul
spends at least six hours daily fetching water
for his home in Kaij taluka’s Sonijawala village.
All 30 wells here have run dry.

Rahul is part of the growing army of kids joining
the desperate search for water in Marathwada.
The region has a 52% rainfall deficit this year,
the highest in the country. There is only only 7.6
% water is left in Marathwada’s dams. In fact, 5
of its 11 major dams have hit dead storage level.
“This is unprecedented and among the worst
rain deficits in the region,” says Marathwada
divisional commissioner Umakant Dangat.
As the water crisis snowballs into a political
embarrassment, Chief Minister Devendra
Fadhavis is in Marathwada on a 3-day visit.
For youngsters like Rahul, the pursuit water
has meant a lost childhood. By 7 am, he queues
up at the solitary borewell in the village to fill
two massive 15-litre pots and lug them home,
a kilometre away. He gets a break two hours
later when the electricity stops but repeats the
same task in the afternoon and late at night.
By the end of the day, he has hauled 10 pots of
water home, walking a gruelling ten kilometres.
In between, he squeezes in school from 10 am
to 4 pm but has no energy left to study in the
evening. “I am worried I will fail math at this
rate,” says the anxious teenager. Last year, when
the region faced a fierce drought, he helped
fetch water during the summer vacations. Now
the water-trek is his daily routine.
Rahul’s 13-year friend ShubhamBobade made a
debut at the borewell this year. “I don’t have
time to play anymore,” says Shubham wistfully.
Across Marathwada, people are relying on
tankers and bottled water. As many as 1,291
water tankers are being supplied this year,
up from 718 tankers at this time last year, an
indication of the severity of the crisis.
http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/mumbai/No-timeto-study-or-play-kids-here-have-to-fetch-water-all-day/
articleshow/48766497.cms

Changing lives in water-scarce
Bundelkhand through simple dams
Business Standard, September 4, 2015

A simple innovation like a check-dam has
dramatically turned around the lives of the
500-odd people in 50 poor Adivasi houselholds
in this village located on a water-scarce plateau
in Madhya Pradesh, where the nearest water
body was once over four kilometres away.
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Located in the Chhatarpur district of Madhya
Pradesh’s Bundelkhand region, Patna village
(curiously sharing its name with Bihar’s capital)
also recorded one of the lowest per-capita
incomes in the country for the very same
reason: lack of water. Crops invariably failed
in an area where livelihoods were entirely
dependent on agriculture.

“Our aim is to serve the communities that are
not within the commercial coverage of CocaCola. We function in the areas where CocaCola does not draw water for its commercial
usage. If we are drawing about five billion litres
of water from a place, we are replenishing
about 13 billion litres in other drought-prone
regions,” Chandra added.

All that changed in 2013, when an initiative by
NGO Haritika, with the support of Anandana,
Coca-Cola India Foundation, to create a checkdam and generate solar power led to increased
water levels and higher per-capita income for
the villagers. The village now has a waterdistribution system through a solar-powered
bore well, 60 toilets for the households, 15
solar street lights and a check-dam that can
hold over 12,446,400 litres of water.

Avni Mohan Singh, the founder and executive
director of NGO Haritika, which has been
implementing the water replenishment project
in Patna village, is satisfied with the results.

Until two years ago, 30-year-old Sheel Rani, a
resident of the village, had to spend over five
hours each day to fetch a minimum of 25 litres
of water required for her household’s use.

Even so, gaps still remain that will have to be
addressed. The village school has classes only till
the 5th standard and the nearest medical facility
is located over 15 km away from the village.

“I would have to make more than 4-5 trips to
the lake, which remains dried up for over four
months a year, to serve my household needs.
Most of my day would go into fetching water.
Now, household water pumps are a blessing
for our village,” Sheel Rani told IANS during
this writer’s visit to the village.
For farmer Raggho Pal, 39, his annual income,
which used to be less than Rs. 5,000 ($75),
has now doubled as the check-dam can store
water for growing crops.

“During an emergency, like during pregnancy,
women have to wait for over an hour for a
medical van to arrive,” Singh told IANS.

“The check-dam has brought a lot of change
in our lives. The mango and guava plantations
that I had never survived the heat and lack of
water. Now I manage to make Rs.200 a week
by selling fruit that is grown entirely in an
organic way,” Raggho Pal said.
“Through projects like these, aimed at waterscarce regions that exist in 40 other areas of
the country in states like Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh and Rajasthan, among others, about
13 billion litres of water is being replenished in
the country,” Anandana chief executive officer
Yogesh Chandra told IANS.
Bundelkhand is one of the country’s most
water-scarce regions where many people
migrate from their villages to the banks of the
rivers to survive during summer, Chandra said.
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“People of this village are heading towards
economic prosperity with crop patterns
improving. Their annual incomes now range
between Rs.10,000 and Rs.15,000 and have
doubled over previous years.”

A study by the Delhi-based National Institute of
Disaster Management in 2014 pointed out that
in more than 60 percent of the villages of the
Bundelkhand region, easy access to drinking
water is available for only a month in the year.
The study also said women spend four to five
hours a day to source 20 litres of water. And,
with more than 60 percent of the population
engaged in the agricultural sector, the literacy
rate in the Bundelkhand region is perhaps the
lowest in the country, according to the study.
(The writer was in Bundelkhand at the
invitation of Anandana, The Coca-Cola
Foundation. Bhavana Akella can be contacted
at bhavana.a@ians.in)
http://www.business-standard.com/article/news-ians/
changing-lives-in-water-scarce-bundelkhand-throughsimple-dams-115090400247_1.html

Research fellow bags prize for
water project
The Hindu, September 15, 2015

Potable water is becoming scarce by the
day. Even as a lot of focus is on increasing
groundwater level, a research fellow at
VIT University has turned her attention to
seawater.
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Devlina Das, a CSIR Senior Research Fellow at
the university, has come up with a project –
SALINO – to convert seawater into drinking
water using a unique five-step method powered
by solar energy. Her work has bagged the
second prize in a world competition – 2015
RELX Group Environmental Challenge.
The challenge, according to her, encourages
projects on water sanitation. “Hence, I presented
my project on water purification. The focus has
always been on groundwater remediation. We
have not exploited surplus water that is available
as the earth constitutes 70 per cent of ocean.
This requires special attention. I have worked
on this project for purification of seawater,”
said Ms. Das, who has completed B.Tech in
biotechnology at the university.
She bagged the $25,000-prize for the
project, while the first prize of $50,000
went to Philippines-based social enterprise
— Alternative Indigenous Development
Foundation — that came up with reliable
drinking water to upland rural areas using a
unique hydraulic ram pump, a release said.
This was the fifth year that RELX Group
was giving the awards to support innovative
solutions to improve sustainable access to
safe water and sanitation. The winners also
get a year’s free access to Science Direct, a
database that includes 3,67,000 articles on
environmental science.
Ms. Das said the current scenario is such that
the ground and freshwater resources were
getting depleted by the day and required an
immediate move to replenish the depleted
sources.
“This inspired me to come up with SALINO.
This product would work in five unit operations.
Each step will be an innovation merged with a
technology. We will use solar panels as well,”
she said.
The product would be meant for large scale
installation only. It would target communities
and supply drinking water – at least 50 homes
at a time – via a pipeline system. She plans to
put in place SALINO on a pilot test first, and
expanding it on getting funds.
VIT Chancellor G. Viswanathan lauded her
achievement and noted that given the need

for water preservation and utilisation, it was
good that students were understanding ther
urgency and working towards coming up with
a solution.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/tamilnadu/research-fellow-bags-prize-for-water-project/
article7654348.ece

A success story written by
diverting water
Prafulla Das, The Hindu, September 24, 2015

How diversion-based irrigation system changed
the lives of this Odisha village?
The residents of this tiny village tucked into the
forested hills of the Eastern Ghats range in R.
Udayagiri Block of tribal-dominated Gajapati
district are a happy lot.
Even as the sceptre of drought looms large
over several regions of the State, they are able
to irrigate their land on the hill slopes by using
water from the perennial streams originating
from the hill adjacent to their hamlet.
For decades together, the 37 tribal families of
Sinising used to grow maize and ragi totally
dependent upon rainfall. But their lives have
changed for the better since water from the
perennial hill stream originating in the upper
slopes has been brought to their land through
the diversion-based irrigation system (DBIS).
Seventy-two-year-old
Maheswar
Pujari
of Sinising has not only been able to grow
different crops in his fields since the initiative
was implemented in their village by voluntary
organisation Institute of Social Action and
Research Activities (ISARA) three years
ago with support from Mennonite Central
Committee, a development agency. Pujari has
also added more cultivable area by levelling his
land that was lying unused on the hill slopes.
Apart from maize and ragi, he now grows
paddy, groundnut, turmeric, sweet potato,
brinjal, beans, cauliflower and many other
vegetables.
All families of Sinising are now cultivating their
own land throughout the year and also selling
their excess produce in the local markets to
meet their other expenses. The smile of their
faces tell a story of success and achievement
because they contributed the labour for the
construction of the tank at the hill where
water from the stream is collected and laying
the pipelines that brings water to their village.

Similar is the contentment among the residents
of Anagha, a hamlet with 40 tribal families
located a few kilometres away. Water from the
perennial stream in Bhaliabada hill is flowing
into the fields surrounding their hamlet.
“The use of water from the hill stream has
changed our lives,” says Dandapani Raita of
Anagha. He along with many fellow villagers is
engaged in cultivating a variety of crops.
Other villages in R. Udayagiri Block where
similar structures have been put up and
hundreds of acres are being irrigated with
the water from the perennial streams are
Abarsing, Patrabasa, Kharipada, Munigadiha
and Dambadiha. Earlier, water from the
perennial streams was going waste by flowing
in other directions and sinking into the ground.
That’s not all. Rabindranath Patra of ISARA and
members of his team have already identified
more villages in the area to replicate DBIS. But
the same could be replicated in a big way if the
State government takes note of the venture
to ensure that the tribals take to multi-crop
farming instead of migrating to far off places to
work as daily wage labourers.
http://www.thehindu.com/news/national/other-states/asuccess-story-written-by-diverting-water/article7682661.ece

Briny flows boost odds for life on
Red Planet
Ian Sample, The Hindu, September 28, 2015

Liquid water runs down canyons and crater
walls over the summer months on Mars,
according to researchers who say the discovery
raises the odds of the planet being home to
some form of life.

today.” The water flows could point NASA
and other space agencies towards the most
promising sites to find life on Mars, and to
landing spots for future human missions where
water can be collected from a natural supply.
Nearly a decade ago, NASA’s Mars Global
Survey or took pictures of what appeared to
be water bursting through a gully wall and
flowing around boulders and other rocky
debris. In 2011, the high-resolution camera on
NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter captured
what looked like little streams flowing down
crater walls from late spring to early autumn.
Not wanting to assume too much, mission
scientists named the flows “recurring slope
lineae” or RSL.
Researchers have now turned to another
instrument on board the Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter to analyse the chemistry of the
mysterious RSL flows. LujendraOjha, of
Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta,
and his colleagues used a spectrometer on
the MRO to look at infrared light reflected
off steep rocky walls when the dark streaks
had just begun to appear, and when they had
grown to full length at the end of the Martian
summer.
Writing in the journal Nature Geoscience,
the team describes how it found infra-red
signatures for hydrated salts when the dark
flows were present, but none before they had
grown. The hydrated salts — a mix of chlorates
and percholorates — are a smoking gun for the
presence of water at all four sites inspected:
the Hale, Palikir and Horowitz craters, and a
large canyon called CopratesChasma.

The trickles leave long, dark stains on the
Martian terrain that can reach hundreds of
metres downhill in the warmer months,
before they dry up in the autumn as surface
temperatures drop.

The flows only appear when the surface of
Mars rises above -23C. The water can run in
such frigid conditions because the salts lower
the freezing point of water, keeping it liquid
far below 0C.— © Guardian Newspapers
Limited, 2015

Images taken from the Mars orbit show cliffs,
and the steep walls of valleys and craters,
streaked with summertime flows that in the
most active spots combine to form intricate
fan-like patterns.

http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/scientists-findfirst-evidence-of-water-in-mars/article7699021.ece

“There is liquid water today on the surface of
Mars,” Michael Meyer, the lead scientist on
NASA’s Mars exploration programme, told the
Guardian. “Because of this, we suspect that it is
at least possible to have a habitable environment

Shri Rajendra Singh
Rajendra Singh is a well-known water
conservationist from Alwar district, Rajasthan
in India. Also known as “waterman of India”,
he won the Stockholm Water Prize, an award
known as “the Nobel Prize for water”, in 2015.
Previously, he won the Ramon Magsaysay
Award for community leadership in 2001
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Facets
for his pioneering work in community-based
efforts in water harvesting
and water management.
He runs an NGO called
‘Tarun Bharat Sangh’ (TBS),
which was founded in 1975.
The NGO based in village
Kishori-Bhikampura
in
Thanagazi tehsil, near Sariska
Tiger Reserve, has been
instrumental in fighting the slow bureaucracy,
mining lobby and has helped villagers take
charge of water management in their semi-arid
area as it lies close to Thar Desert, through the
use of johad, rainwater storage tanks, check
dams and other time-tested as well as pathbreaking techniques. Starting from a single
village in 1985, over the years TBS helped
build over 8,600 johads and other water
conservation structures to collect rainwater
for the dry seasons, has brought water back
to over 1,000 villages and revived five rivers in
Rajasthan, Arvari, Ruparel, Sarsa, Bhagani and
Jahajwali.
He is one of the members of the National Ganga
River Basin Authority (NGRBA) under Ministry
of Environment, Govt. of India, which was set
up in 2009, by the Government of India as an
empowered planning, financing, monitoring
and coordinating authority for the Ganges
(Ganga), in exercise of the powers conferred
under the Environment (Protection) Act,1986.
In 2008, The Guardian named him amongst its
list of “50 people who could save the planet”.
In the UK he is a founder membership of an
NGO called the Flow Partnership which aims
to counter the negative effects of soil erosion
and flooding.

Early life and education
Rajendra Singh was born at village Daula in
Bagpat district in Uttar Pradesh near Meerut.
Both sides of his Rajput family belong to the
zamindari tradition, and he was the eldest of
seven siblings. His father was an agriculturist
and looked over their 60 acres of land in the
village and where Singh did his early schooling.
An important event in his life came in 1974,
when still in high school, Ramesh Sharma, a
member of Gandhi Peace Foundation visited
their family home in Meerut, this opened up
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young Rajendra’s mind, to issues of village
improvement, as Sharma went about cleaning
the village, opened a vachnalaya (library) and
even got involved in settling local conflicts;
soon he involved Rajendra in an alcoholism
eradication program. Another important
influence was an English language teacher in
school, Pratap Singh, who started discussing
politics and social issues with his students after
class. At this time Emergency was imposed in
1975, making him aware about the issues of
democracy and formulate independent views.
After finishing high school education he joined
‘Bhartiya Rishikul Ayurvedic Mahavidyalaya
College’ in Baraut also in Bagpat district, and
received a degree in Ayurvedic Medicine and
Surgery. After which he enrolled for post
graduation in Hindi literature, at another
college in Baraut, affiliated with Allahabad
University. He became the leader of a local
chapter of Chatra Yuva Sangarsh Vahini, a
student activism organisation founded by
Jaiprakash Narayan (Magsaysay Award, 1965),
though after Jaiprakash fell ill, the internal
power politics disillusioned him.

Career
After completing his studies, he joined
government service in 1980, and started
his career as a National Service Volunteer
for education in Jaipur, from where he was
appointed to oversee adult education schools
in Dausa district in Rajasthan. Meanwhile,
he joined Tarun Bharat Sangha (Young India
Association) or TBS, an organization formed
by officer and students of Jaipur University
to aid victims of a campus fire. Subsequently,
after three years when he became the General
Secretary of organisation, he questioned the
organisation, which had been dabbling with
various issues, for its inadequacy in having
a substantial impact, finally in the 1984 the
entire board resigned leaving the organization
to him. One of the first tasks he took up was
working with a group nomad blacksmiths, who
though travelled from village to village has little
support from anyone. This exposure inspired
him to work closely with people. However
back at work, he was feeling increasingly
frustrated by the apathy of his superiors
towards developmental issues and his own
inability to have a larger impact, he left his
job in 1984. He sold all his household goods
for Rs 23,000 and took a bus ticket for the
last stop, on boarded bus going into interior
of Rajasthan, along with him were four friends
from Tarun Bharat Sangha. The last stop turned
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out to be Kishori village in Thanagazi tehsil in
Alwar district, and the day was 2 October
1985. After initial skepticism, the villagers of
neighboring village Bhikampura accepted him,
and here they found a place to stay. Soon, he
started a small Ayurvedic medicine practice in
nearby village Gopalpura, while his colleagues
went out about promoting education in the
villages.[1]
Alwar district, which once had a grain market,
was at the time largely dry and barren, as
years of deforestation and mining had led to
a dwindling water table, minimal[clarification
needed] rainfall followed by floods. Another
reason was the slow abandoning of traditional
water conservation techniques, like building
check dams, or johad, instead villagers started
relying on “modern” bore wells, which simply
sucked the groundwater up. But consistent use
meant that these bored wells had to be dug
deeper and deeper within a few years, pushing
underground water table further down each
time, till they went dry in ecologically fragile
Aravalis. At this point he met a village elder,
Mangu Lal Patel, who argued “water was a
bigger issue to address in rural Rajasthan than
education”.[4] He chided him to work with his
hands rather than behaving like “educated”
city folks who came, studied and then went
back; later encouraged him to work on a
johad, earthen check dams, which have been
traditionally used to store rainwater and
recharge groundwater, a technique which
had been abandoned in previous decades. As
a result, the area had no ground water since
previous five years and was officially declared
a “dark zone”. Though Rajendra wanted to
learn the traditional techniques from local
farmers about water conservation, his other
city friends were reluctant to work manually
and parted ways. Eventually with the help
of a few local youths he started desilting the
Gopalpura johad, lying neglected after years of
disuse. When the monsoon arrived that year,
the johad filled up and soon wells which had
been dry for years had water. Villagers pitched
in and in the next three years, it made it 15
feet deep.
These facilitated a rise in the groundwater
levels and helped turn the area into a “white
zone”. So much so that the Forest Department
invited the NGO to take an active part in the
park’s management.
Tarun Ashram in Kishori-Bhikampura in
Thanagazi tehsil bordering the Sariska

sanctuary, became the headquarters of
Tarun Bharat Sangha. He started on his first
padayatra (walkathon) through the villages of
the area in 1986, educating to rebuild villages’
old check dams. Yet their bigger success was
yet to come, as inspired by the walkathon and
success at Gopalpura, 20 km away, in 1986,
people of Bhanota-Kolyala village with through
shramdaan (voluntary labour) and with the help
of TBS volunteers, constructed a johad at the
source of a dried Arvari River, following this
villages that lay in its catchment area, and along
it also built tiny earthen dams, with largest
being a 244-meter-long and 7-meter-high
concrete dam in the Aravalli hills; eventually
when the number of dams reached 375,
the river started to flow again in 1990, after
remaining dry for over 60 years. Yet the battle
was far from over, even after constructing
johads, the water level in the ponds and lakes
around Sariska didn’t go up as expected, that
it went they discovered that missing water got
evaporated from mining pits left unfilled by
the miners after their operations in the area.
A legal battle ensued, they filed public interest
petition in the Supreme Court, which in 1991
banned mining in the Aravallis. Then in May
1992, Ministry of Environment and Forests
notification banned mining in the Aravalli hill
system all together, and 470 mines operating
within the Sariska sanctuary buffer area and
periphery were closed. Gradually TBS built
115 earthen and concrete structures within

the sanctuary and 600 other structures in the
buffer and peripheral zones. The efforts soon
paid off, by 1995 Aravri became a perennial
river. The river was awarded the `International
River Prize’, and in March 2000, then President,
K. R. Narayanan visited the area to present the
“Down to Earth — Joseph. C. John Award”
to the villagers. In the coming years, rivers
like Ruparel, Sarsa, Bhagani and Jahajwali
were revived after remaining dry for decades.
Abandoned villages in the areas got populated
and farming activities could be resumed once
again, in hundreds of drought-prone villages in
neighbouring districts of Jaipur, Dausa, Sawai
Madhopur, Bharatpur and Karauli, where work
of TBS gradually spread.
By 2001, TBS had spread over an area of
6,500 km2, including also parts of Madhya
Pradesh, Gujarat and Andhra Pradesh. It had
built 4,500 earthen check dams, or johads,
to collect rainwater in 850 villages in 11
districts of Rajasthan, and he was awarded the
Magsaysay Award for Community Leadership
in the same year.[2] Reforestation has been
taken up by numerous village communities,
and Gram sabha have been set up especially
to look after community resources. A notable
example is the Bhairondev Lok Vanyajeev
Abhyaranya (people’s sanctuary), spread over
12 km2 near Bhanota-Kolyala village at the
head of Arvari. He has also been organizing
Pani Pachayat or Water Parliament in distant
villages in Rajasthan to make people aware of

the traditional water conservation wisdom,
the urgency of groundwater recharge for
maintaining underground aquifers and
advocating community control over natural
resources.[3] In 2005, he was awarded the
Jamnalal Bajaj Award.
He also played a pivotal role in stopping the
controversial Loharinag Pala Hydro Power
Project over river Bhagirathi, the headstream
of the Ganges River in 2006, even as G. D.
Agrawal, environmentalist from IIT Kanpur
went on a hunger strike .
In 2009, he led a pada yatra (walkathon), a march
of a group of environmentalists and NGOs,
through Mumbai city along the endangered
Mithi river. Currently (Jan 2014), he is doing
a parikrama along the banks of Godavari river,
from Trimbakeshwar to Paithan to urge people
to make the river pollution free. Recently he
gave lecture on water and its conservation and
values of water at Atomic Energy Regulatory
Board, Mumbai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rajendra_Singh

What is water worth?
Giorgos Kallis , Forbs
India, Jul 24, 2015

Should clean, fresh water
and air be valued in the
same way as gold and
diamonds? Few would
argue that that they are
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Opinion
any less valuable, but the debate around placing
a monetary value on nature continues.
The traditional framing of the issue is a choice
between accepting the power of markets and
‘playing their game’ to win environmental
concessions vs. the purist perspective of
saying No to any hint of money or markets in
environmental policy.
In this article we will describe the positions of
two relatively new fields of study—Ecological
Economics and Political Ecology—in an effort
to redefine the terms of the choice and chart a
path for a pragmatic approach.

The Nature of the Issue
A deep schism has emerged within the
environmental movement in recent years.
While some NGOs discuss full-cost pricing at
the World Water Forum and carbon trading at
climate summits, others are organizing alternative
forums with slogans such as ‘Water is not a
commodity’ or ‘Our climate is not for sale’.
Two relatively new fields—Ecological Economics
and Political Ecology—contain insights that can
help to bring the two sides together.

Ecological Economics (EE)
Ecological economists criticize the fundamental
limitations of valuing nature in monetary terms.
Their argument can be summarized as follows:
1. Because ecosystems are highly complex
and interconnected, their value cannot be
compressed in a simple metric or broken into
monetizable parts. There are critical species
and systems that escape human attention and
may be undervalued (or not valued at all), and
independently of what humans may or may not
value, there are species or resources without
which ecosystems cannot be sustained and for
which there are no adequate substitutes.
2. There are relevant languages of valuation
other than those expressed in monetary
terms. This is because there are multiple
rationalities other than utilitarianism—such as
consequential, rights-based, and procedural
rationalities—through which humans choose
courses of action.
3. There is no unique value for environmental
goods and services independent of the
distributional and institutional settings within
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which such values are expressed. Initial
entitlements matter, such as whether one has
the right to be compensated for environmental
damage. Each leads to very different valuations
and outcomes.
4. Social processes of valuation, including
monetary valuation, are ‘value articulating
institutions’ (VAIs). These are frames invoked in
the process of expressing values that influence
which values come forward and which are
excluded. People exhibit different preferences
depending
on
the
socio-institutional
environment in which they express them.
Based on these theses, ecological economists make
a plea for plural values and plural VAIs, and they
complement this with a methodological mission
to develop new VAIs with increased potential to
accommodate ‘motivational plurality’.

Political Ecology (PE)
PE starts from a very different vantage point: The
focus is not on particular practices of valuation,
but on understanding how capitalism works,
how it affects human and non-human nature
relationships, and why and how, under capitalism,
there is a drive to reduce all forms of value and
valuation into monetary (exchange) values.
Starting from Marx’s Labour Theory of
Value, a key insight concerns the inherent
drive of capitalism to invent new outlets
for accumulation. This often takes the
form of making new commodities through
which capital can be circulated out of things
that were previously subject to different
logics (e.g. caring or ecosystem functions.)
Expanding
commodification,
therefore,
is a structural tendency of capitalism.
Commodities, markets and money also existed
in pre-capitalist societies; however, it is only
societies organized around wage labour, on the
one hand, and capital-holders, on the other,
that tend to reduce the value of all things,
people and social relations to monetary value.
Privatization of public services (such as water,
energy or transport), ecosystem services,
intellectual patents in genes and life-forms,
land-grabs and health care are all instances of
‘accumulation by dispossession’.
Assigning a monetary value to an ecosystem
feature is necessary if it is to be exchangeable
and tradable; but commodification is not just
about setting up new institutions that render
certain things ‘tradable commodities’. It
involves a range of complex cognitive, analytical,
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discursive, political, institutional and material
devices reshaping human-nature relations.
These range, for example, from laws and
treaties defining water as an economic good to
contested scientific methods for categorizing
and valuing water flows and rights.
Monetary valuation techniques, such as
‘willingness to pay travel cost’ or even more
innocent concepts such as ‘ecosystem services’
and the like are not neutral categories. They
frame the society-nature relationship into
one of utility and exchange, prefiguring
commodification as a reasonable response.
Nature is in fact often ‘uncooperative’ to
commodification. For example, the fluidity
and temporal variability of water or the
spatial differences of wetlands defy separation
into measurable, tradable and exchangeable
entities. Such limits and contradictions—which
are well revealed by the methodological work
of ecological economists—offer opportunities
for social struggles and for changing the course
of institutional change. For example, the case
with the re-regulation of the water industry
following the commodification and privatization
of water in England.

So, what can we take away from
the two bodies of thought?
First, that monetary valuations are not
isolated phenomena, but part of broader
commodification processes that involves
symbolic, institutional, intellectual, discursive
and technological changes that reshape the
ways humans conceive and relate to nature.
Second, that there are bio-physical, political
and ethical limitations to monetization, which
in turn put obstacles to commodification
(EE’s contribution), which in turn open up
opportunities for opposing and re-regulating
resources at stake (PE’s contribution). ‘Value
pluralism’ is not only an ethical but also a
political stance, which requires political action
to oppose undesirable commodification and
make sure that plural values and institutions
exist and proliferate.
http://forbesindia.com/article/rotman/what-is-waterworth/40643/1

Interview with Josefina Maestu on the Water
for Life UN-Water Best Practices Award
Josefina Maestu, coordinator of the United
Nations Office to Support the International
Decade for Action ‘Water for Life’ 2005-2015
shares her thoughts on the award.

What are your expectations/ hopes

Talkover
of the award?
The Water for Life UNWater
Best-Practices
Award has been going on
for the last 5 years. The
Award winners have been
consistently stories of effort
and commitment, often
under difficult circumstances. One specific
characteristic of the Award that I would like
to highlight is that they are not given to specific
individuals but to projects and, in this sense as
an Award to team efforts, to collective efforts.
This is one of the characteristics that make
them special.
Award winners consistently report on what
the Award has meant for them. The most
important impact has been that it has provided
them recognition in their own countries and
local context and hence impulse to continue,
facilitating their action and progress with the
projects.
My expectation and hopes for the Award is
that it will continue focusing on collective
efforts, so we can all learn by example on
how actually many are transforming their
water and sanitation situation, showing that
is possible, that we can do it. The members
of the Technical Advisory Committee and the
Jury – varying each year with the theme- have
consistently been open and engaged and the
Award Secretariat has remained committed
to making the process fair and transparent.
All these are key ingredients to the UN-Water
Award that need to be sustained in the future
to insure the Award is meaningful.

What do you consider as the main
arguments to promote the role of
women in the water sector?
We may think that women’s needs – related to
their role in many traditional and non traditional
societies- as mothers, in charge often of family
welfare (food, health, education) and of
family farms and other home socio-economic
activities, may be better considered if there
are professional women and women leaders
making decisions. There would be less biased
decisions and implementation would consider
women needs.

Beyond this, we need to consider how water
and sanitation projects and actions can and
have served women to occupy and take an
ever increasing role in their localities and in
societies – linked to their traditional role as
they contribute to insuring greater decency,
effectiveness and sustainability of projects
and in water resources management and
implementation, and through this increasing
their consideration and role in society,
becoming agents of change.

Do you have a personal connection
to the awards categories ‘best water
management practices’ and ‘best
participatory,
communication,
awareness-raising and education
practices’?
Both themes have been important in my
past and present professional experience.
I have worked for more than 20 years as a
water economist trying to improve water and
sanitation decision making and management.
I have done so by providing information and
analysis that allow considering the economic
implications of water decisions, both from
the perspective of water users and from the
perspective of water managers. For example
analysing the economic benefits for users
derived from water and sanitation decisions/
projects and the financial implications and
opportunities for water managers building
water and sanitation infrastructures and
preparing river basin management plans.
In the past five years my work has taken me
to communications, awareness raising and
outreach activities. So the second theme is
also very close to my professional experience.
My interest on social instruments in water
management, however, dates back to the
80’s when I started to work in issues related
to organisational learning and continued
working on participatory approaches in water
management.

Approaching the closure of the
Water for Life Decade, what are
you most proud of that has been
achieved the last 10 years?
The past decade has been with no doubt good
news for water and sanitation. How can one not
be proud of the significant progress that has
been made in the last ten years in providing
people with access to clean drinking water and
basic sanitation? Since 1990 well over 2.3 billion
people have gained access to an improved

source of drinking water and 116 countries
have met the Millennium Development Goal
(MDG) target for water. More than half of the
world’s population, almost 4 million people,
now enjoy the highest level of water access:
a piped water connection in their homes. The
MDG drinking water target coverage of 88%
was met in 2010, 5 years ahead of schedule
despite significant global population growth.
Almost 2 billion people have gained access
to improved sanitation and 77 countries have
met the MDG target. Between 1990 and 2012,
open defecation decreased from 24 per cent
to 14 per cent globally.
This would not have been possible if global
attention and countries attention to water and
sanitation had not increased. The relevance of
the main themes of the Water for Life Decade,
water cooperation and the engagement of
women in water and sanitation issues, are and
had been increasingly coming to light as key
factors of success.

In your vision what issue(s)
should definitely be on the post
development/
water
decade
agenda?
The post-2015 agenda for water is really
comprehensive. It includes a proposal on a
Sustainable Development Goal for water and
sanitation and targets for WASH, for water
resources management, for water quality and
for risk management. Most targets are really
specific and allow monitoring and follow up
of commitments – as intended. Many in the
international community are getting ready
to align their work programmes and their
actions with these new targets – although we
should not forget that the negotiations from
September 2014 to September 2015 may
mean changes. An important issue that should
definitely be in the post-2015 agenda is a more
clear focus (and perhaps targets) on the means
of implementation for each specific Goal.
http://www.womenforwater.org/openbaar/index.
php?alineaID=433

Everything about Water
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NGO Vignettes

The Everything About Water events are specifically focused to meet this
challenge faced by the industry. As a leading provider of knowledge and
marketing solutions in the water sector, Everything About Water’s success
is based on its domain knowledge and exhaustive quality database. The
phenomenal popularity of all our events underlines that very fact.

Benefits of attending the water events
•
•
•
http://www.eawater.com

EA Water Pvt Ltd is India’s only knowledge and marketing solutions provider
in the area of water and wastewater management. For over a decade, our
verticals: Publishing, Training and Events have been instrumental in taking
initiatives directed towards awareness on most critical water related
issues. It would hence be fair to say that the company has been a market
leader and innovator in the water sector.
EA Water Pvt Ltd’s history spans over 15 years and since its inception
in the year 2000 the company has been committed towards increasing
awareness and knowledge on the water and wastewater management
sector and helping promote various water-related offerings to a focused
audience base.

Committed to Innovation
At Everything About Water, we believe that innovative, customized solutions
provide value to everybody. Thinking out-of-the-box solutions that pioneer
new innovations is our constant endeavor. All of our offerings have been
the first of its kind in the industry and have set a trail for others to follow.
They have identified unfelt needs and translated it to a valuable products.

Think of us as
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The knowledge leader in the water sector
The largest storehouse of information on the water subject
The bellwether to the water industry in recognizing the emerging
trends
The integrated marketing platform for all your communication needs
The international marketing gateway to the Indian water companies
The contact point for international technology providers looking at
the Indian industry
The aid to strategy and policy-making for government and industry bodies
The provider of new and valuable tools for knowledge upgradation
and market growth

Events
The global water industry is growing by leaps and bounds. A necessity seen
by the sector was a single platform where the entire water community can
come together under one roof. Through its annual water exhibitions, EA
Water Pvt Ltd has endeavoured to build an expansive knowledge forum
to integrate the best of water & wastewater management technologies,
products and services in the water sector. Everything About Water
Expo gives access to the most cutting-edge technologies, domestic and
international business opportunities, interactions with targeted audience
and invaluable peer-to-peer networking.
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•
•
•
•

As a participant/visitor, gain knowledge through presentations by experts
Interact with the “Who’s Who” in the water industry
As a speaker/exhibitor, share your knowledge, technologies and
experience with the targeted audience
Expand your reach by meeting people who matter from the enduser sector
Highlight and boost your brand recognition
Consult professionals to get the right advise to all your water related troubles
Check out product demonstrations and displays

National Training and Conferences
Everything About Water regularly conducts national and international
training workshops on varied themes for water & wastewater management.
In these events, we mainly focus on new trends and challenges in the industry.
The state-of-the-art water trainings and seminars are of the essence for
us; they let us share our approach of water treatment and wastewater
management to the end-users, system integrators, government, agents,
dealers, contractors and others. We have already marked our identity in the
water industry with over 250 dedicated water trainings and conferences
attended by 14000 delegates across India and overseas.
Everything About Water also conducts exclusive water conferences in
all nooks and corners of India to bring together experts in the industry
under a single roof. Most often, water conference means a gathering
of professionals and experts in the industry. With us, the key focus of
the conference is an in-depth analyses and debates over a set of issues,
challenges the water industry confronts and their solutions. It often
becomes a platform for professionals to share their ideas and for the
public to have an overview of the current state of the water sector.
We at Everything About Water are very much devoted in conducting
versatile trainings and water conferences on diverse themes and proudly
boast about our good track record in carrying out these water workshops,
seminars and other training events across India.

International Training and Conferences
The International trainings and water conferences are a perfect platform to
bring together water professionals and companies on a common platform
in their own country. After the success of the training workshops in India,
EverythingAboutWater goes international with these sessions in different
countries across the globe. Our experts throw insights to attendees and
share cutting-edge ideas on the pertaining challenges and possibilities for
water and wastewater management. Water is surely a big concern of all
countries in the world and more so the right knowledge to choose and
operate treatment systems best suitable for the required applications. So
is the wastewater treatment. There are numerous water centric issues in
the world. Several countries confront with the shortage of drinking water.
Many countries lack sufficient water sources for irrigation and agricultural
purposes. Many other countries are helpless in putting together better
methods for wastewater treatment and water purification.
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Viewpoint
68 years after freedom, only 6%
houses in state get piped water
Sheezan Nezami, The Times
of India, September 25, 2015

PATNA: With election round
the corner, politicians are
making promises. One such
promise has been made by
CM Nitish Kumar: If voted
to power, he would ensure
piped water reaches every household in Bihar.
Sceptics ask how come as basic a human need
as safe drinking water was not made available
to the people of Bihar by their successive
government in 68 years since independence.
Piped water connection has reached only 6%
households in the state. Even in the capital city
of Patna, only 44.7% households have access
to piped water, according to a survey carried
out by an Institute for Human DevelopmentDelhi associate fellow in 2014-15.
The state does not have a water treatment
plant (WTP) in any of its towns, leave alone
villages. “The groundwater in Patna is enough
to be used for drinking purpose,” explained a
Bihar Rajya Jal Parshad official.
But arsenic content is high in the groundwater
in several other places. A study done in 2010
by Prof A K Ghosh of A N College-Patna’s
department of environment and water
management found Supaul, Darbhanga,
Samastipur, Vaishali, Saran, Bhojpur, Katihar,
Purnia and Kishanganj were the worst-hit
districts. In Patna district, areas in Maner,
Danapur and Bakhtiarpur are badly affected.

work could not start because of non-availability
of land. “But our tube wells are quite deep and
there is little possibility of high arsenic content
in water in these tube wells,” he said.
“There are many in my village who have
developed health problems. But they are
illiterate and do not understand the importance
of safe drinking water,” Durga Shankar
Upadhyay of Chanda village in Buxar district
told TOI and rued caste, not development
issues, would determine the voting behaviour
of these illiterate villagers. “Generations have
suffered, but who cares? With netas smartly
playing caste cards, development will never
take place,” Upadhyay said.
According to a World Health Organisation
report, long-term exposure to arsenic in
drinking water or food can cause cancer and
skin lesions. It has also been associated with
cardiovascular disease, neurotoxicity and
diabetes.
Apart from arsenic, areas bordering Bihar and
Jharkhand have high fluoride content while
iron content is high in water in northeastern
parts of Bihar.
In June 2012, Nitish’s then urban development
and housing minister Prem Kumar had
announced that all the households located
in the areas covered by the Patna Municipal
Corporation (PMC) would be provided 24X7
piped water by 2014.

The fate of this ambitious project, however,
has been hanging in the balance ever since the
state government earlier this year blacklisted
the firm which had been assigned the task
to execute it. Fresh tenders have not been
floated.
“Politicians make false promises,” fumed
Mohd Samo, a resident of Mehndi Nagar
in Patna’s Samanpura locality. He has to
fetch water from his neighbour’s house or a
hand pump in his locality. Prashant Verma of
Ramkrishna Nagar in PMC’s ward number
30 is also angry. “We pay our taxes, including
that for water supply, in time. But there
is no water pipe in my locality,” he said.
Having water supply pipe in your locality does
not guarantee the end of your water woes.
Homemaker Nitu Sinha of Patrakar Nagar in
Kankerbagh says the water flowing out of the
tap at her home is muddy and stinks. “Water
pipes pass through drains and if they are
leaking, the drain water gets mixed with the
drinking water,” she said.
Drain water mixing with piped water in Patna
is an open secret, admits PMC’s ward 4
councillor Abha Lata. “The Patna Water Board
has enough stock of pipes lying in the office.
But instead of replacing the old pipes with new
ones, the water board workers tie layers of
rope around the leaking points,” she said.
Residents of Anandpuri, Nehru Nagar, Chainpur
and Rajapur Pul areas in PMC ward number 22
have also frequently complained of dirty water
flowing out of the taps. “I have raised this
issue many a time, but to no avail,” said ward
councillor Sanjeev Kumar, who claims to have
even staged dharnas over this issue.

A public health and engineering department
engineer, preferring anonymity, said arsenic
was an issue in certain rural pockets. An
agency has been tasked with doing a sample
survey of 3.5 lakh hand pumps, and its report
is expected by December this year.
Asked why WTPs were not installed in the
affected areas, he claimed work was in
progress in affected districts. A WTP in Maner
was proposed in 2010, but the construction

under the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban
Renewal Mission in 2009. The Bihar Urban
Infrastructure Development Corporation Ltd
was mandated to execute and accelerate this
project estimated to cost Rs 548 crore. At least
72 overhead water tanks, were to come up in
different parts of the city under the project
which also included construction of a water
treatment plant, tube wells and water pipeline
of approximately 800km.

While the announcement remained on paper,
sources said an integrated project to supply
water 24X7 in Patna was proposed long
back, the funds for which were sanctioned

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/patna/Talking-point68-years-after-freedom-only-6-houses-in-state-get-pipedwater/articleshow/49108786.cms
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Book Review
The Water Book
Krishna Achuta Rao, The Indian Express,
August 29, 2015

A fascinating account of
water in all its forms that
holds surprises even for the
initiated.
Title: The Water Book
Author: Alok Jha
Publisher: Headline
Pages: 384
Price: Rs 499

Late in 2008, ISRO launched Chandrayaan-1,
one of whose objectives was to detect ice on
the moon. One of the payloads on the mission,
the Moon Impact Probe (MIP), separated and
struck Shackleton Crater near the south pole
of the moon, ejecting sub-surface lunar soil
that could be analysed for the presence of
water. The crater’s rim is almost continually
exposed to sunlight, while the interior is in
perpetual shadow allowing the possibility that
some water managed to stay frozen there. The
Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) from NASA and
the MIP provided the first real confirmations
of the presence of water on the moon. This
is important for any future colonisation of the
moon and to understand the origins of water
on our own planet.
Water is the subject of a new book by Alok
Jha, a journalist, author and broadcaster, and
science correspondent at ITV News. Before
that, he spent a decade at the Guardian and
programmed for the BBC. Water, he writes, is
critical to life on earth and possibly elsewhere
in the universe. Our own bodies are nearly
60-70 per cent water and we can feel thirsty
if we lose a mere 1 per cent of that. Other
than filling up much of the cellular space, water
also makes up much of our blood, lymph and
spinal fluid. Given how much water is in us and
around us, and how intimately water bodies
are linked to human civilisations, it is surprising
how little was known about water. Even the
composition of water was the subject of much
controversy well into the 19th Century.
Woven around a voyage on the Akademik
Shokalskiy to Antarctica (described in
seasickness-inducing detail), Jha gives a
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fascinating account of ice and all its variants.
Water, unlike other substances, is denser in
its liquid form. The ice cube floats in a glass of
water as a result of the water molecule’s unique
structure and the way adjacent molecules use
hydrogen bonds to “stick” to each other. The
molecular structure also creates a slightly
uneven distribution of charge, making water
a great solvent and water vapour the most
important greenhouse gas on earth.
Jha writes, “Between them, water molecules,
their polarity and hydrogen bonds create the
mechanisms and scaffolds for life, giving the
liquid a unique ability to push and pull basic
chemical ingredients around to build the
complex, living things we see around us.”
Of prime importance is how water helps
mitochondria (the powerhouses inside all
living cells) transfer the energy and charge of
protons from one part of the cell to another
— something the author bizarrely compares
to the hawala system of transferring money.
The mere presence of liquid water seems
reason enough for life to exist — even under
the harsh conditions near geothermal vents
in deep oceans or lakes under the Antarctic
ice sheet or dry deserts where cyanobacteria
survive on dew. These “extremophiles” form
the basis for looking for planets and satellites
that may harbor liquid water and, therefore,
life. A substantial — one might say distractingly
— large part of the book dwells on the search
for life within and outside our solar system.
The book’s four parts — ‘Hydrosphere’,
‘Biosphere’, ‘Cryosphere’ and ‘Space’ — are his
vehicles for exploring our understanding of the
origins and roles of water on earth. He brings
out the surprisingly large number of unknowns
that still remain in our understanding of water
and its various manifestations on earth. After
all, philosophers and early scientists had an
incomplete understanding of the water cycle
till Leonardo da Vinci came along and termed
water vetturale di natura or the “vehicle of
nature”.
Writing about Leonardo, Jha says, “Water,
he reasoned, was the fluid that transported
nutrients around the earth, feeding plants
and fields, just as blood, according to Galen,
nourished the organs of the human body.”
Without water in the atmosphere (where it
occurs in all three phases — gas, liquid, and
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solid —and transports energy by moving from
one phase to the other), our planet would be
too cold to be habitable — even with all the
carbon dioxide we are hurling into the air by
burning fossil fuels.
Given the lengthy discussions on how climate
change affects oceans and life on earth and
what the findings of the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change are, it seems a little
strange that the author has given the key role
of water in the atmosphere a pass, other than
a narrow discussion of ice formation in clouds.
The Water Book is certainly readable and holds
surprises even for those initiated in science.
However, many phrases and ideas are repeated
and the book drifts for too long. It would have
been served well by better editing.
Krishna Achuta Rao teaches atmospheric
science at IIT Delhi.
http://indianexpress.com/article/lifestyle/books/bookreview-the-water-book/

Book Review: Why call Ganga
a Machine?
Ramya Swayamprakash, South Asia Network on
Dams, Rivers and People
Title: Ganges Water Machine: Designing New India’s
Ancient River
Author: Anthony Acciavatti
Publisher: Applied Research & Design Publishing
Pages: 402
ISBN: 9780982622612

I stumbled upon The Ganges Water Machine
while looking for literature on urbanization and
rivers in India. Written by architectural historian
Anthony Acciavatti, the book is the result of a
decade long journey through the Ganges basin,
“an atlas — a dynamic atlas — of the Ganges
Machine: a collection of transects that expose

the juxtaposing layers of infrastructure and
adjoining landforms” (P8). At a time, when the
Ganges is seeing a surge of talk (and perhaps
activity) about cleaning the river, this book is a
timely inquiry in to how the Ganges river basin
came to be the vast agrarian landscape that
it is. This is perhaps the first time, the spatial
dimensions of the multifarious historical and
material processes at play in the Ganges basin
with regards to irrigation have been explored.
The book borrows its title from an scientific
article published in 1975, “the article designated
what others had yet to claim since the opening
of the Ganges Canal 121 years earlier” (p8).
Charting the course of the river, from the
origin at Gaumukh to the city of Varanasi, the
book describes the variety in scale and nature
of the vast irrigation infrastructures along the
way – canals, tanks, tube-wells, as well as the
socio-cultural practices that make the Ganges,
the holiest river in Hindu mythology. Through
the concept of the Almanac, the author aims
to collapse the multitude of timeframes that
operate simultaneously.
In Part 1, the Ganges river basin is introduced,
contextualizing it historically and geographically.
Utilizing early surveyors’ methods, memories,
the author discusses the admixture of
representative techniques necessary and used
to make sense of this territory. At the time
surveying was first undertaken, this territory
was being expanded; indeed the combination
of the measured map with the perspective
paintings in the initial surveys during the early
nineteen century was a means to make the
landscape legible as “a field of specific places”
(p33). In contextualizing the basin, the author
compares the Ganges basin to seven others
across the world to give a sense of the water
management bureaucracy as well as show just
the intensely irrigated and the choreographed
landscape. In a captivating subsection on the
Monsoon in India and specifically in regard
to the Ganges basin, Acciavatti reveals the
dynamic nature of the landscape — seasonal
cycles through crop rotation, movement of soil
and water.
In Part 2, Acciavatti chronicles the construction
of the Ganges Canal in the Ganga-Jumna
Doab. The canal, the educational (engineering
education had a seminal relationship with the
proliferation of irrigation infrastructure) and
administrative machinery behind it was a part
of the “peaceful conquest” of the basin and

India as a whole and was to become a model
of this new “culture of peace”. “In choosing
to intervene through artificial hydrology,
the culture of peace and peaceful conquest
inaugurated a new engineering motive: hydraulic
pastoralism” (P 118). This new agrarian rhythm
transformed the Ganges Basin into a landscape
of production. The canal became a means
for the British East India company (and later
the British Crown) to take a more active role
in governing populations. Designed by Sir
Proby Cautley, the Ganges Canal re-layers the
landscape imposing a new spatial and political
organization through almost fantastical piece of
hydraulic architecture such as level-crossings,
super-passages and aqueduct as well as the
deployment of a new (more legible) agrarian
grid.
In Part 3, Acciavatti introduces the “supersurface” – dense with irrigation technologies- to
talk about the coming of tube-well technology,
decentralization and democratization of the
irrigation system. Beginning as a stop-gap
mechanism till electrification was completed,
oil fed tube-wells have now become an seminal
part of the irrigated landscape. The coming of
the tube-well gave the Ganges Water Machine
a boost. The Green Revolution monumentally
transformed agrarian landscapes and rhythms.
Tube-wells offered a diversification of the
irrigation infrastructure; changes in land holding
patterns due to government policies have an
important impact on groundwater extraction
as well as access and use of canal water.
According to Acciavatti, pump irrigation and
canal irrigation, despite their different spatial

Various fish species in Ganga Basin. Refer to the
Primer for more information.
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and institutional trajectories, overlap and work
synchronously in the basin, defying singular
representations. This section brings into sharp
focus the limits of heavily centralized canal
machinery like the Ganges water canals. Tubewells were a ad-hoc solution that took on a life
of their own. However, the question does need
to be asked, are tube-wells true harbingers of
a democratization of the irrigation system,
especially access to this tube-wells?
In Part 4, Acciavatti attempts at bringing
together the dynamic processes chronicled
in the previous sections. Taking the reader
from Allahabad to Varanasi, the section traces
the every expanding territory of the Ganges
basin: as political and cultural arena. While
infrastructures such as dams and centralized
canal systems are thought of as being permanent
fixtures, cities can be ephemeral as Acciavatti
shows through the examples of the Kumbh
and Magh Mela – “offering a dynamic model
of urban space in northern india”. Acciavatti
contents that, planned on the fluctuating and
truant Ganges river bed, these two ‘planned
cities’ welcome millions of pilgrims for a few
days, transformed into fields of rice and wheat,
only to disappear again. These cities hold
important lessons for Indian cities, given how
the informal and formal coincide and co-exist.
But perhaps most importantly, it shows just
how fluid urbanization can be – spatially and
temporally. Given the long histories of Kumbh
Mela and Magh Mela and and the relatively
short history of the Ganges river canals, one
wonders which is actually ephemeral, a canal
system that is made to last a few decades or
centuries at best, or a city that periodically
rises and disappears, across centuries?
Through six transects, Acciavatti attempts at
showing the various layers and components
that make this geography a reality. Transects can
be very important tools to visualize changes.
However, in the case of the Ganges basin, one
wonders, what is the analytical novelty in each
of the transect?

From: appliedresearchanddesign.com

prior to and as an effect of the Ganges canals.
Given the timing, it is surprising to note that the
author does not discuss the Ganga Action Plan
(GAP) and other schemes to clean the river.
While he can be forgiven for not engaging with
the National Mission for Clean Ganga, the GAP
is an important (if flawed) intervention aiming
to mitigate the effects of urbanization and
industry on the river. As more of India begins to
live in cities, urbanization is perhaps one of the
biggest stressor on the Ganges basin. Mapping
the GAP in relation to the Ganges Water
Machine might reveal a richer narrative that
would analyze the mechanisms at play further.

The book is a rich photographic archive,
offering powerful maps and visualizations.
Visualizations of the super-surface, seasonal
rhythms are especially powerful. However,
for a reader, there were places where the
text and visualizations did not always work
synchronously. The historical section, although
well researched and represented, is perhaps
missing a more robust mapping of urbanization
From: appliedresearchanddesign.com
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The author also fails to take into consideration
the increasing number of hydropower projects
and diversions and impacts thereof on the
river. Another important component of the
‘Ganges water machine’ – ecologically, socially,
economically and historically – that the author
fails to engage with are the fish and fishers of the
Ganges. In mapping the interconnectedness
of the basin, one wonders why the author
does not explore the effects of downstream
infrastructures such as the Farakka Barrage on
the lives and livelihoods along the Ganges.
https://sandrp.wordpress.com/2015/06/17/why-call-gangaa-machine/

The policy has the following principal elements:
• Promotion of a national focus on water sector reform
• Fostering the integrated management of water resources
• Improving and expanding the delivery of water services
• Fostering the conservation of water and increasing system efficiencies
• Promoting regional cooperation and increasing the mutually beneficial
use of shared water resources within and between countries
• Facilitating the exchange of water sector information and experience
• Improving governance and capacity building

Open Window
Water Governance Facilities

The CEO Water Mandate

http://watergovernance.org/

The Water Governance Facility (WGF) supports low and middle-income
countries in their water reform by providing policy and technical advice
and support, developing water governance knowledge and helping to
develop institutional capacity. It also contributes monitoring & assessment
tools and influences the international water governance reform agenda.
It advances water governance in thematic areas such as water supply
and sanitation, integrated water resources management, transboundary
waters, climate change adaptation, integrity, gender and human rights.
The Facility works in several countries in Central and South Asia, Middle
East and North Africa, Sub-Saharan Africa, and Latin America.
A partnership between UNDP and Stockholm International Water
Institute (SIWI) the WGF was established in 2005, with the support of
the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida),
serving to strengthen UNDP’s capacity to provide relevant policy support
and advice to countries, and to build the knowledge and capacities for
improved water governance within governments and civil society as well
as among UN agencies.

Asian Development Bank (ADB)

http://ceowatermandate.org/

Endorsers of the CEO Water Mandate recognize that through individual
and collective action they can identify and reduce critical short-term water
risks to their businesses and contribute to the realization of Sustainable
Development Goals that support vibrant economies and create new
market opportunities.
The CEO Water Mandate offers a unique platform to share best and
emerging practices and to forge multi-stakeholder partnerships to address
challenges related to water scarcity, water quality, water governance, and
access to water and sanitation.
The Mandate Secretariat supports the initiative’s mission in many ways:
• Develops research, guidance, and tools that advance corporate
water stewardship
• Convenes multi-stakeholder events to identify, explore, and solve
key water challenges
• Facilitates meaningful collective action to improve conditions in atrisk river basins around the world

Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council
(WSSCC)

http://www.adb.org/sectors/water/main

ADB’s “Water for All” policy and vision, adopted in 2001, guides ADB’s
work on water and development. It seeks to promote water as a socially
vital economic good that needs careful management to sustain inclusive
and equitable economic growth and reduce poverty. It also advocates a
participatory approach in meeting the challenges of water conservation
and protection.

http://wsscc.org/

The Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council (WSSCC) is at
the heart of a global movement to improve sanitation and hygiene for
everyone. WSSCC is the only part of the United Nations devoted solely
to the sanitation and hygiene needs of the most vulnerable people around
the world.
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Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO)

List of UN organisation working on Water issues
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
https://www.cbd.int/waters/

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
http://www.undp.org/content/undp/en/home/ourwork/environmentandenergy/focus_areas/
water_and_ocean_governance.html

Water Governance Facilities
http://watergovernance.org/

United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA)
http://www.uneca.org/acpc/pages/water-and-climate-change

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE)
http://www.unece.org/env/water.html

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/

In the face of increasing water scarcity, and the dominance of agricultural
water use, FAO is in the forefront to enhance global agricultural
performance while promoting the sustainability of water use for food
production.

http://www.unep.org/dewa/vitalwater/

United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the
Pacific (UNESCAP)
http://www.unescap.org/our-work/environment-development/water-resources-management

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)

FAO-Water is engaged in a programmatic approach to agricultural water
management addressing water use efficiency and productivity, and best
practices for water use and conservation, throughout the continuum from
water sources to final uses.

http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/environment/water/

NRLW collaborates with all other technical departments of FAO in order
to generate a coherent and comprehensive FAO-Water programme
effectively contributing to the achievement of the related Millennium
Development Goals.

https://www.unescwa.org/

UNESCO-IHE: Institute for Water Education
http://www.unesco-ihe.org/

United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western
Asia (UNESCWA)
United Nations Human Settlements Programme (UN-Habitat)
http://unhabitat.org/urban-themes/water-and-sanitation-2/

Global Water Operations Partnership Alliance
http://www.gwopa.org/en/

With its continually updated water information system AQUASTAT, and
tools for analysis such as CROPWAT, AQUACROP and MASSCOTE, the
division is able to contribute in the formulation of national and regional
water management strategies and perspective studies.

United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC)

International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)

United Nations University (UNU)

http://sr-watersanitation.ohchr.org/

United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF)
http://www.unicef.org/wash/
http://inweh.unu.edu/

UN-Water
http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/unwdpac.shtml

Water Supply and Sanitation Collaborative Council (WSSCC)
http://wsscc.org/

World Bank
http://www.worldbank.org/en/topic/water

World Health Organization (WHO)
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/en/

World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/hwrp/index_en.php

International Decade for Action ‘Water for Life’ 2005-2015
http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/
http://www.ifad.org/english/water/index.htm

Secure access by rural poor people to both land and water is central to
the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals, in particular
the target of reducing by half the proportion of people living in extreme
poverty and hunger by 2015. Most of these people depend on agriculture
for their livelihoods. However, international debate continues to address
land and water issues separately, and to view the significant use of water
in agriculture as problematic.
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African Development Bank (AfDB)
http://www.afdb.org/en/topics-and-sectors/sectors/water-supply-sanitation/

Asian Development Bank (ADB)
http://www.adb.org/sectors/water/main

The CEO Water Mandate
http://ceowatermandate.org/

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
http://www.fao.org/nr/water/
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Media Analysis

Fig 1: Coverage of Environment and wildlife Stories by News Channels (In minutes)
(Total time spent in 8pm-10pm)

Environment being an extremely sensitive aspect, its adequate coverage
becomes all the more mandatory. It is almost the backbone of our survival
and consistent maintenance on earth. Electronic media needs to lend the
required space and structure to the environment that it rightly holds. Its
only then that a mature and palpable interaction will be made possible.
Undoubtedly society and electronic media are congenially intertwined.
They have very symbiotic relationship and have extraneous influence on
each other. However the need is to accommodate environment effectively
so that the validity of its essence is comprehended and widespread
understanding is generated.
CMS ENVIS Centre has been collating and analysing the prominent news
channels coverage on environment and wildlife issues in the month of
July - September 2015.

Methodology
Over the years CMS Media Lab has acted as a source for the CMS ENVIS
Centre because it has undertaken significant experimentation to develop
a robust and rigorous methodology as given below. The content analysis
broadly covers qualitative and quantitative aspects.
Prime time band: The prime time programming is the industry benchmark
in News television for all significant events and issues that are prominently
covered on a particular day.
Six mainstream news channels: Aaj Tak, DD News, ABP News, Zee
News, CNN-IBN and NDTV 24X7.

Source: CMS Media Lab

In the month of July, ABP News topped the chart for coverage on
Environment & Wildlife by giving maximum time (45 minutes), followed
by NDTV 24X7 (17 minutes), Zee News (16 minutes), DD News (3
minutes) and (1minute) spent by CNN-IBN and Aaj Tak.
In August, recorded drastically low coverage by all of the major news
channels, led by ABP News and Zee News (2 minutes), DD News (1
minute), Aaj Tak, CNN-IBN and NDTV 24X7 did not spare any time for
environment & wildlife coverage during this month.
The month of September, the total time spent on covering environment
& wildlife stories was only 17 minutes, which was covered by only CNNIBN and ABP News with 10 and 07 minutes of coverage respectively.
Aaj Tak, DD News, NDTV 24X7 and Zee News did not air any story
pertaining to environment and wildlife during this period.
Fig 2: Primetime coverage of stories (in percentage)

Recording: The recorded tapes were then previewed and the news
stories listed under various classifications and categories to generate
quantitative data.
Logging: The news content on the above mentioned channels were listed
and documented in the log sheets.
Coding: The stories were classified and separately coded (e.g. politics,
business, sports, environmental news etc.).
Environment related stories: The theme specific stories were separately
reviewed and analysed.
Source: CMS Media Lab

Time frame: The timeline taken for this particular study was July September 2015.
Table 1: Coverage of Environment and wildlife Stories by News Channels from July – Sept. 2015.

Environment & Wildlife
(Total time spent in minutes)

July to Sep
2015

Aaj
Tak

DD
News

ABP
News

Zee
News

CNNIBN

NDTV
24X7

July

1

3

45

16

1

17

August

0

1

2

2

0

0

September

0

0

7

0

10

15

Source: CMS Media Lab

Overall International Affairs lead by the percentage but in the month wise
analysis of primetime coverage of stories reveals that National Politics
dominated the news channels in July and August taking the 35% and 36%
respectively, but in September it goes down with 28%.
In July, National Politics stories held first position with (35%) very closely
followed by International Affairs with 34%, Crime 16%, Infotainment
12% and Environment & wildlife got only 3% of the total primetime.
While August saw a repeat of trends as in the month of July. September
witnessed a focus shift on International Affairs (45%) from National
Politics (28%). There was slightly change in the trend in terms of coverage
of Crime (17%) and Infotainment (9%). Environment & Wildlife stories
occupied the lowest coverage with just (1.3%) of the total primetime
telecast in September.
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Environment

Promoting Responsibility

E

stablished in 1991, CMS has carved out a niche for itself as a research based
think tank committed to rigorous and objective analysis to support improved
policymaking.
CMS Environment, the team behind all the environmental endeavours of CMS, has
been involved multifariously in policy research and programme evaluation aimed at
creating sustainable solutions for environment protection. CMS Environment Team
has also been consistently undertaken capacity building and enhancing initiatives
with range of stakeholders to orient on contemporary environment issues like climate
change, sustainable transport, conservation, etc.
Cms Envis Centre
Established in 2000, CMS ENVIS is a premiere centre designated by Ministry of
Environment, Forests & Climate Change (MoEF&CC), Government of India to facilitate
information dissemination and further the cause of environment awareness and
sensitisation. A separate space in its campus has been allocated to house documentary
films, spots/ public service messages, info-mercials, quiz programmes, jingles etc. on
environmental and wildlife issues. www.cmsenvis.nic
Green Films Resource Centre
Established in 2007, the Audio Visual Resource Centre (AVRC) is a state-of-the-art
archive of documentaries, films and audio spots on environment and development
issues.
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